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Background: Vaccines may induce non-specific effects on survival and health outcomes, in addition to
protection against targeted pathogens or disease. Observational evidence suggests that infant Baccillus
Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccination may provide non-specific survival benefits, while diphtheria-
tetanus-pertussis (DTP) vaccination may increase the risk of mortality. Non-specific vaccine effects have
been hypothesized to modify the effect of neonatal vitamin A supplementation (NVAS) on mortality.
Methods: 22,955 newborns in Ghana and 31,999 newborns in Tanzania were enrolled in two parallel,
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials of neonatal vitamin A supplementation from 2010
to 2014 and followed until 1-year of age. Cox proportional hazard models were used to estimate associ-
ations of BCG and DTP vaccination with infant survival.
Results: BCG vaccination was associated with a decreased risk of infant mortality after controlling for
confounders in both countries (Ghana adjusted hazard ratio (aHR): 0.51, 95% CI: 0.38–0.68; Tanzania
aHR: 0.08, 95% CI: 0.07–0.10). Receiving a DTP vaccination was associated with a decreased risk of death
(Ghana aHR: 0.39, 95% CI: 0.26–0.59; Tanzania aHR: 0.19, 95% CI: 0.16–0.22). There was no evidence of
interaction between BCG or DTP vaccination status and infant sex or NVAS.
Conclusion: We demonstrated that BCG and DTP vaccination were associated with decreased risk of
infant mortality in Ghana and Tanzania with no evidence of interaction between DTP or BCG vaccination,
NVAS, and infant sex. Our study supports global recommendations on BCG and DTP vaccination and pro-
grammatic efforts to ensure all children have access to timely vaccination.
Clinical trials registration: Ghana (Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR):

ACTRN12610000582055) and Tanzania (ANZCTR: ACTRN12610000636055)
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Non-specific effects of vaccines are health outcomes caused by
vaccination that are unrelated to the targeted pathogen or disease.
There is some evidence of non-specific effects of Baccillus
Calmette-Guérin (BCG) and diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis (DTP)
vaccination during infancy [1]. A pooled analysis of five
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randomized trials in North America and Guinea Bissau demon-
strated that BCG vaccination reduced the risk of child mortality
by approximately 30%, which was beyond the expected mortality
averted from deaths attributed to tuberculosis, and recent clinical
trials have shown similar effects [1–3]. A meta-analysis of eight
high quality cohort studies was consistent with these trial results
[1]. There are no randomized trials designed to assess the effect
of DTP vaccine on mortality. A meta-analysis of 10 observational
studies in low- and middle-income countries showed substantial
heterogeneity between studies; studies from Bangladesh and
Papua New Guinea suggested DTP reduce mortality by 50%,[1,4]
while a study from Guinea-Bissau showed DTP increased mortality
four-fold [5]. Seven of the observational studies included in the
meta-analysis show DTP vaccination was linked with an increased
risk of all-cause mortality [1].

Infant sex has been hypothesized to modify the magnitude of
non-specific effects of vaccines. There is not consistent evidence
that effect of BCG was modified by sex in multiple trials [1–3,6–
8], but the issue remains an open question in the case of DTP [1].
Only one of twelve studies that have examined the sex-specific
effects of DTP on all-cause mortality have found that female infants
fare worse than males [9]. While eight additional observational
studies show a similar trend, three others show the opposite[1].
The meta-analysis conducted at the request of the World Health
Organization (WHO) following a recommendation of the Strategic
Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) concluded that existing data
are inconclusive regarding potential sex-specific differences in
the effect of DTP on all-cause mortality [1].

It has also been suggested that these non-specific effects could
be amplified by vitamin A supplementation [10]. The World Health
Organization (WHO) currently recommends vitamin A supplemen-
tation for children 6–59 months of age living in communities
where vitamin A deficiency is a public health problem [11]; how-
ever, there is no such recommendation for infants younger than
6 months. Randomized trials of vitamin A supplementation in neo-
nates have not shown overall survival benefits; however, recent
meta-analyses illustrate there is heterogeneity across populations
and suggest some newborns may benefit from supplementation
[12–14]. One hypothesis to explain the heterogeneity of trial
results is that the effect of neonatal vitamin A may differ by vacci-
nation status due to a sex-specific interaction with heterologous
vaccine effects [15]. To date there has been only one randomized
trial designed specifically to analyze the interaction between BCG
vaccination and vitamin A. This trial was conducted in Guinea-
Bissau and found that BCG vaccination did not modify the effect
of vitamin A on survival [16]. The evidence regarding the interac-
tion between vitamin A and DTP vaccination on child mortality is
less clear, since there have been no randomized trials investigating
this interaction. One observational analysis of a vitamin A supple-
mentation trial in Guinea-Bissau found that vitamin A supplemen-
tation was associated with increased mortality (hazard ratio (HR):
2.19, 95% CI: 1.09–4.38) only within the subgroup of female infants
who had received DTP [17]. However, a similar study in Tamil
Nadu found no interaction [18].

Differences in underlying vitamin A deficiency (VAD) may also
explain heterogeneity in the results. Trials conducted in contexts
with higher prevalence of VAD tend to show positive effects of
vitamin A supplementation on mortality, while trials in contexts
with low prevalence of VAD have found no effect [14]. This is fur-
ther supported by data from Tanzania showing that maternal vita-
min A supplementation and maternal dietary intake of vitamin A
modified the effect of neonatal vitamin A supplementation on mor-
tality [19]. However, maternal vitamin A supplementation did not
modify the effect in trials in Bangladesh or Zimbabwe [20,21].
Overall, factors that may contribute to potential differential effects
of neonatal vitamin A on mortality remains unclear.
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The overall aim of this analysis was to examine the non-specific
effects of BCG and DTP vaccination on infant mortality and the
potential interaction by infant sex and neonatal vitamin A supple-
mentation based on data from two large, randomized controlled
trials of neonatal vitamin A supplementation conducted in Ghana
and Tanzania.
2. Methods

2.1. Study design and participants

This prospective cohort study used data from two parallel,
randomized double-blind, placebo- controlled trials of neonatal
vitamin A supplementation conducted in Ghana (Australian New
ZealandClinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR): ACTRN12610000582055)
and Tanzania (ANZCTR: ACTRN12610000636055) [22,23]. The
assessment of whether the effect of vitamin A on mortality was
modified by DTP was included a priori in the original trial protocol
[24]. The analysis of the association BCG and DTP with mortality
was a posthoc analysis.

The trials were conducted from 2010 to 2014 and were imple-
mented with a similar protocol [24]. Briefly, infants were eligible
for the trials if they were able to feed orally and families planned
to live in the study area for 6 months. In Ghana, liveborn neonates
were recruited in 7 contiguous districts in central, rural Ghana. In
Tanzania, pregnant mothers were recruited from antenatal clinics,
labor wards, or population-based pregnancy surveillance in the Dar
es Salaam and Morogoro regions [22,23]. All participants provided
written consent for participation.

2.2. Randomization and data collection

In Ghana and Tanzania, eligible infants were randomized at
birth to either placebo or single-dose oral capsules of 50,000 IU
of vitamin A. Over the course of one year, infants were visited at
home by field interviewers, and data on vaccination dates were
collected from immunization records and if immunization records
were unavailable, vaccination status was collected through care-
giver interview. Research staff verified the information for all
infant deaths and performed a verbal autopsy. In Ghana, follow
up visits occurred monthly until 12 months of age. In Tanzania, fol-
low up visits occurred at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months. All study protocols
have been described in detail elsewhere [24].

The study protocols were approved by the Ghana Health Service
Ethical Review Committee, the ethics committees of the Kintampo
Health Research Centre, Ghana, the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, UK, the Institutional Review Boards of the Har-
vard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, Ifakara Health Institute,
Medical Research Coordinating Council of Tanzania, and by the
WHO Ethical Review Committee.

2.3. Statistical analysis

We first examined the potential non-specific effects of BCG and
DTP vaccination by assessing the association between vaccination
and survival using time-varying Cox proportional hazard models.
The underlying time scale was days of age. Schoenfeld residuals
were plotted to assess the proportional hazards assumption. Par-
ticipants contributed person-time to unvaccinated and vaccinated
periods, and vaccination status was updated over time, at the time
the vaccine was received. This has been referred to as retrospective
updating and was chosen to minimize exposure misclassification
and selection bias. This method in comparison to other methods
used for this type of data are described further in supplemental
figures S1-S3 and tables S1-S2.
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Because participants were only eligible for the DTP vaccine after
30 days of life, our analysis of DTP vaccination included only
infants who had survived to 30 days. Additionally, the time origin
was set at 30 days because analyzing DTP from birth introduces
potential immortal time bias since deaths occurring before eligibil-
ity would be attributed to being unvaccinated.

The adjusted models included the birthweight and sociodemo-
graphic confounders collected at birth. For the Ghana data, we
modeled continuous birthweight with cubic splines with knots at
1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg. We also included: head of household
(mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other), household reli-
gion (Christian, Muslim, None, Other), maternal age (<20, 20–24,
25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary,
Secondary, Post-secondary), multiple or singleton birth, number
of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children
in household who have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of birth (Com-
pound, Facility, Other), site ID (1–4), wealth quintile, delivery type
(vaginal or caesarean), and maternal megadose of vitamin A. For
the Tanzania models, we included the same variables, but sites
were Ifakara and Dar es Salaam and educational categories were
limited to none, primary, or secondary and higher. Missing covari-
ate values were imputed in the Ghana and Tanzania datasets. The
primary analysis was restricted to those with complete informa-
tion on whether they received BCG for the BCG analysis or whether
they received their first DTP vaccination for the DTP analysis. Vac-
cine information was considered missing unless there was either a
yes or no on the vaccination card or confirmation by caregiver
interview. Analyses for BCG and DTP were conducted separately,
and data was only excluded if the relevant vaccine was missing
information. Sensitivity analyses to test the effect of different
assumptions regarding missing data are described below.

We next examined the potential interaction between neonatal
vitamin A supplementation (NVAS) and BCG or DTP vaccination
and examined the three -way interaction between vitamin A sup-
plementation, vaccination, and infant sex. To do this, we fit time-
varying cox proportional hazard models for the effect of vitamin
A status on survival allowing for interaction by vaccination status.
Similar to the analysis of vaccination alone, vaccine status was
allowed to vary with time and models were adjusted for the same
baseline covariates to control for confounding between vaccination
and survival. Interaction p-values were calculated using likelihood
ratio tests comparing the model with the interaction of vitamin A
and vaccination to the model without the interaction term.We also
conducted stratified analyses by sex to evaluate whether there
were sex-specific interactions between NVAS and vaccination sta-
tus. We tested whether the three-way interaction p-value was sta-
tistically significant using a likelihood ratio test comparing a model
with the three-way interaction for vitamin A or placebo, vaccina-
tion status, and sex to a model with only two-way interactions
between vitamin A or placebo, vaccination status, and sex. Finally,
we examined whether there was effect modification of the associ-
ation between DTP and survival by a previous BCG vaccination.

All analyses were conducted in R 3.5.1, and p-values<0.05 were
considered statistically significant.

2.4. Sensitivity analyses

We conducted sensitivity analyses to investigate how robust
the results were to missing vaccination data, particularly for
infants who died. We investigated three scenarios for the missing
vaccination data that represented the extreme range of possibili-
ties: 1, assuming all participants with missing vaccination status
or date of vaccination were vaccinated on day 0 for BCG or day
30 for DTP (contributing to only vaccinated person-time); 2,
assuming all participants missing vaccination status or vaccination
date data were vaccinated at the mode of 1 day for BCG in Ghana
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and Tanzania and 45 days and 31 days for DTP in Ghana and Tan-
zania, respectively (contributing to both unvaccinated and vacci-
nated person-time); 3, assuming none of the participants who
were missing vaccination data were ever vaccinated during
follow-up (contributing to only unvaccinated person-time) (Sup-
plemental Table S3).
3. Results

The Ghana trial enrolled 22,955 newborns, and the Tanzania
trial enrolled 31,999 newborns. Supplemental Tables S4 and S5
presents baseline characteristics of the study cohorts stratified by
randomized vitamin A and placebo regimen; both cohorts were
balanced in terms of baseline characteristics across randomized
arms. There were 699 deaths in Ghana (30 per 1,000 live births)
and 1,112 deaths in Tanzania (35 per 1,000 live births). Of included
participants with known vaccination status, 98% received BCG and
99% received the first DTP dose in Ghana; 97 % received BCG and
92% received the first DTP dose in Tanzania. BCG vaccination data
was missing for 604 (2.6%) in Ghana and 1,700 (5.3%) in Tanzania.
DTP vaccination data was missing for 223 (1.0%) in Ghana and 96
(0.3%) in Tanzania. The construction of the dataset is shown in sup-
plemental figures S4 and S5. When population characteristics were
compared across vaccination status, those who were never vacci-
nated with BCG tended to be born to mothers with less education,
outside of facilities, and their mothers were less likely to receive a
megadose of vitamin A in Ghana (Supplemental Table S6). Infants
never vaccinated with DTP in Ghana tended to have lower birth-
weights and to be born to mothers in lower wealth quintiles and
with less education (Supplemental Table S7). In Tanzania, those
who were never vaccinated with BCG tended to be born to mothers
in lower wealth quintiles (Supplemental Table S8), and infants who
were vaccinated late with DTP were more likely to be born to
younger mothers and mothers in lower wealth quintiles (Supple-
mental Table S9).

We first examined the association of BCG vaccination and the
risk of mortality overall and by infant sex (Table 1). In Cox propor-
tional hazard models allowing for time-varying vaccination status
and adjusting for covariates, BCG vaccination was associated with a
49% reduced risk of death in Ghana (HR: 0.51, 95% CI: 0.38, 0.68)
and a 92% reduced risk of death in Tanzania (HR: 0.08, 95% CI:
0.07, 0.10). There was no evidence that the association of BCG vac-
cination with mortality differed by infant sex (Ghana: p = 0.70,
Tanzania: p = 0.32) or NVAS (Ghana: p = 0.44, Tanzania:
p = 0.17). We present sensitivity analysis considering unknown
vaccination status in Supplemental Table S10. If we assumed all
those with unknown vaccination status did not receive BCG vacci-
nation, the direction of the association did not change in the results
for Tanzania. However, we found that in Ghana, BCG was associ-
ated with increased mortality if all unknown vaccinations were
assumed to occur at baseline (HR: 4.58, 95% CI: 3.53, 5.95) or
1 day (HR: 2.71, 95% CI: 2.10, 3.48) (Supplemental Table S10).

The association of the first DTP vaccination with infant mortal-
ity among infants surviving to 30 days is presented in Table 2. DTP
vaccination was associated with a 61% reduced risk of death in
Ghana (HR: 0.39, 95% CI: 0.26, 0.59) and an 81% reduced risk of
death in Tanzania (HR: 0.19, 95% CI: 0.16, 0.22). Again, there was
no evidence that the association of DTP vaccination with mortality
differed by infant sex (Ghana: p = 0.71, Tanzania: p = 0.29) or NVAS
(Ghana: p = 0.18, Tanzania: p = 0.80). To account for unknown DTP
vaccination status, we calculated bounds on the measures of asso-
ciation we observed for extreme cases (Supplemental Table S11).
The results from Tanzania remained consistent even after account-
ing for missing vaccine status or timing. However, we found that in
Ghana, DTP was associated with increased mortality if all missing



Table 1
Association of BCG vaccination with infant mortality (from 0 to 365 days), overall and stratified by infant sex.

BCG Vaccinated Not BCG Vaccinated Unadjusted
HR (95% CI)
for Mortalitya

Adjusted
HR (95% CI)
for Mortalityb

Number of deaths Number of infant
months at risk

Number of deaths Number of infant
months at risk

Ghana
Full population 382 249,104 96 16,643 0.38 (0.29, 0.51) 0.51 (0.38, 0.68)
Population by sex Female Infants 189 123,070 44 8,059 0.40 (0.27, 0.59) 0.52 (0.35, 0.79)

Male Infants 193 126,034 52 8,584 0.37 (0.25, 0.55) 0.48 (0.32, 0.73)
Tanzania
Full population 573 341,332 203 11,189 0.08 (0.07, 0.10) 0.08 (0.07, 0.10)
Population by sex Female Infants 257 162,595 83 5,348 0.09 (0.07, 0.13) 0.10 (0.07, 0.13)

Male Infants 316 178,701 120 5,841 0.08 (0.06, 0.10) 0.08 (0.06, 0.10)

a All analyses were conducted using Cox proportional hazard models allowing for time-varying vaccination status.
b Adjusted models controlled for continuous birthweight (with spline knots at 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg), head of household (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other),

household religion (Christian, Muslim, None, Traditional African), maternal age (<20, 20–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary, Secondary for
Tanzania, and additionally Post-secondary for Ghana), multiple or singleton birth, number of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children in household who
have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of birth (Home, Facility, Other), site ID (1–4 for Ghana and 1–2 for Tanzania), wealth quintile, delivery type (vaginal or caesarean), and maternal
megadose of vitamin A.

Table 3
The adjusted effect of Vitamin A Supplementation on Infant Mortality, stratified by BCG Vaccination Status and Infant Sex.

Vitamin A Placebo HR (95% CI)
for Mortalitya

P-value for
BCG-Vitamin A
InteractionbNumber

of deaths
Number of
infant months

Number
of deaths

Number of
infant months

Ghana
Overall Population Unvaccinated Time (BCG) 53 8,264 43 8,378 1.26 (0.84–1.89) 0.45

Vaccinated Time (BCG) 195 12,4193 187 124,911 1.06 (0.86–1.29)
Female Infants Unvaccinated Time (BCG) 25 3,963 19 4,096 1.28 (0.70–2.34) 0.35

Vaccinated Time (BCG) 90 60,993 99 62,077 0.93 (0.70–1.24)
Male Infants Unvaccinated Time (BCG) 28 4,302 24 4,283 1.22 (0.71–2.15) 0.94

Vaccinated Time (BCG) 105 63,200 88 62,834 1.20 (0.96–1.60)
Tanzania
Overall Population Unvaccinated Time (BCG) 115 5,661 88 5,528 1.31 (0.99–1.73) 0.17

Vaccinated Time (BCG) 291 170,382 282 170,950 1.04 (0.88–1.23)
Female Infants Unvaccinated Time (BCG) 51 2,714 32 2,634 1.51 (0.97–2.36) 0.30

Vaccinated Time (BCG) 136 80,636 121 81,959 1.16 (0.91–1.48)
Male Infants Unvaccinated Time (BCG) 64 2,947 56 2,894 1.16 (0.81–1.66) 0.37

Vaccinated Time (BCG) 155 89,722 161 88,979 0.95 (0.76–1.19)

a All hazard ratios are calculated using Cox proportional hazards models allowing for time-varying vaccination status and controlling for continuous birthweight (with
spline knots at 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg), head of household (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other), household religion (Christian, Muslim, None, Traditional African),
maternal age (<20, 20–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary, Secondary for Tanzania, and additionally Post-secondary for Ghana), multiple or
singleton birth, number of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children in household who have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of birth (Home, Facility, Other), site ID
(1–4 for Ghana and 1–2 for Tanzania), wealth quintile, delivery type (vaginal or caesarean), and maternal megadose of vitamin A.

b Three-way interaction between Vitamin A status, BCG vaccination, and sex was not significant (Ghana: p = 0.49, Tanzania: p = 0.75).

Table 2
Association of DTP vaccination with infant mortality (from 30 to 365 days), overall and stratified by infant sex.

DTP Vaccinated Not DTP Vaccinated Unadjusted
HR (95% CI)
for Mortalitya

Adjusted
HR (95% CI)
for Mortalityb

Number of deaths Number of infant
months at risk

Number of deaths Number of infant
months at risk

Ghana

Full population 298 219,008 69 24,860 0.34 (0.23, 0.52) 0.39 (0.26, 0.59)
Population by sex Female Infants 149 108,115 32 12,122 0.51 (0.27, 0.95) 0.59 (0.32, 1.10)

Male Infants 149 110,894 37 12,738 0.25 (0.15, 0.42) 0.28 (0.16, 0.47)
Tanzania
Full population 402 282,709 234 34,066 0.19 (0.16, 0.22) 0.19 (0.16, 0.22)
Population by sex Female Infants 186 134,448 99 16,270 0.21 (0.16, 0.27) 0.22 (0.16, 0.28)

Male Infants 216 148,229 135 17,783 0.17 (0.14, 0.22) 0.17 (0.13, 0.21)

a All analyses were conducted using Cox proportional hazard models allowing for time-varying vaccination status.
b Adjusted models controlled for continuous birthweight (with spline knots at 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg), head of household (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other),

household religion (Christian, Muslim, None, Traditional African), maternal age (<20, 20–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary, Secondary for
Tanzania, and additionally Post-secondary for Ghana), multiple or singleton birth, number of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children in household who
have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of birth (Home, Facility, Other), site ID (1–4 for Ghana and 1–2 for Tanzania), wealth quintile, delivery type (vaginal or caesarean), and maternal
megadose of vitamin A.
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Table 4
The adjusted effect of Vitamin A Supplementation on Infant Mortality, stratified by DTP Vaccination and Infant Sex, from 30 to 365 days.

Vitamin A Placebo HR (95% CI)
for Mortalitya

P-value for
DTP-Vitamin A
InteractionbNumber of

deaths
Number of
infant months

Number
of deaths

Number of
infant months

Ghana
Overall Population Unvaccinated Time (DTP) 31 12,327 38 12,533 0.87 (0.54–1.41) 0.18

Vaccinated Time (DTP) 165 109,301 133 109,707 1.26 (1.00–1.58)
Female Infants Unvaccinated Time (DTP) 13 5,898 19 6,224 0.75 (0.37–1.52) 0.26

Vaccinated Time (DTP) 79 53,589 70 54,526 1.16 (0.84–1.60)
Male Infants Unvaccinated Time (DTP) 18 6,430 19 6,309 1.00 (0.52–1.92) 0.38

Vaccinated Time (DTP) 86 55,712 63 55,181 1.38 (0.99–1.91)
Tanzania
Overall Population Unvaccinated Time (DTP) 123 17,100 111 16,966 1.10 (0.85–1.42) 0.80

Vaccinated Time (DTP) 205 141,196 197 141,513 1.05 (0.87–1.28)
Female Infants Unvaccinated Time (DTP) 54 8,157 45 8,113 1.19 (0.80–1.77) 0.78

Vaccinated Time (DTP) 103 66,783 83 67,665 1.27 (0.95–1.70)
Male Infants Unvaccinated Time (DTP) 69 8,943 66 8,840 1.04 (0.74–1.46) 0.50

Vaccinated Time (DTP) 102 74,391 114 73,838 0.89 (0.68–1.17)

a All hazard ratios are calculated using Cox proportional hazards models allowing for time-varying vaccination status and controlling for continuous birthweight (with
spline knots at 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg), head of household (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other), household religion (Christian, Muslim, None, Traditional African),
maternal age (<20, 20–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary, Secondary for Tanzania, and additionally Post-secondary for Ghana), multiple or
singleton birth, number of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children in household who have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of birth (Home, Facility, Other), site ID
(1–4 for Ghana and 1–2 for Tanzania), wealth quintile, delivery type (vaginal or caesarean), and maternal megadose of vitamin A.

b Three-way interaction between Vitamin A status, DTP vaccination, and sex was not significant (Ghana: p = 0.83, Tanzania: p = 0.53).

Fig. 1. Combined forest plot of the adjusted effect of vitamin A supplementation on infant mortality, stratified by DTP vaccination status Fig. 1 Description: These
estimates correspond with estimates presented in Table 3 of the main paper. Hazard Ratios were combined by through a fixed-effect metanalysis of the adjusted estimates
from Tanzania and Ghana. All hazard ratios are calculated using Cox proportional hazards models allowing for time-varying vaccination status and are controlled for
continuous birthweight (with spline knots at 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg), head of household (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other), household religion (Christian,
Muslim, None, Traditional African), maternal age (<20, 20–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary, Secondary for Tanzania, and additionally Post-
secondary for Ghana), multiple or singleton birth, number of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children in household who have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of
birth (Home, Facility, Other), site ID (1–4 for Ghana and 1–2 for Tanzania), wealth quintile, delivery type (vaginal or caesarean), and maternal megadose of vitamin A. See
supplemental table S13.
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vaccinations were assumed to occur at the 30-day mark (HR: 1.56,
95% CI: 0.99, 2.47). However, the measures of association for Ghana
remained essentially unchanged if we assumed missing vaccina-
tion for Ghana happened at the mode (45 days) (HR: 0.59, 95%
CI: 0.39, 0.89) (Supplemental Table S11).
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We examined the potential three-way interaction between BCG
vaccination, NVAS and by infant sex (Table 3). In both Ghana and
Tanzania, there was no evidence of interactions between random-
ized vitamin A supplementation and BCG vaccination (p-values:
0.45 and 0.17, respectively). For Ghana and Tanzania combined,



Fig. 2. Combined forest plot of the adjusted effect of vitamin A supplementation on infant mortality, stratified by DTP vaccination status and sex Fig. 2 Description:
These estimates correspond with estimates presented in Table 3 of the main paper. Hazard Ratios were combined by through a fixed-effect metanalysis of the adjusted
estimates from Tanzania and Ghana. All hazard ratios are calculated using Cox proportional hazards models allowing for time-varying vaccination status and are controlled
for continuous birthweight (with spline knots at 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg), head of household (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other), household religion (Christian,
Muslim, None, Traditional African), maternal age (<20, 20–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary, Secondary for Tanzania, and additionally Post-
secondary for Ghana), multiple or singleton birth, number of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children in household who have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of
birth (Home, Facility, Other), site ID (1–4 for Ghana and 1–2 for Tanzania), wealth quintile, delivery type (vaginal or caesarean), and maternal megadose of vitamin A. See
supplemental table S13.

Fig. 3. Adjusted Survival Curves among Female and Male Infants by Vitamin A and DTP Vaccination Beginning at 30 Days Fig. 3 Description: Cox proportional hazards
models were used to predict survival curves, accounting for covariates using weighted averages to get an overall estimate for each vitamin A supplementation and vaccination
subgroup. Covariates included continuous birthweight (with spline knots at 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3.5 kg), head of household (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, other),
household religion (Christian, Muslim, None, Traditional African), maternal age (<20, 20–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, �40), maternal education (None, Primary, Secondary for
Tanzania, and additionally Post-secondary for Ghana), multiple or singleton birth, number of living children in household (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), number of children in household who
have died (0, 1, 2, 3 + ), place of birth (Home, Facility, Other), site ID (1–4 for Ghana and 1–2 for Tanzania), wealth quintile, delivery type (vaginal or caesarean), and maternal
megadose of vitamin A.
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we found no effect of vitamin A supplementation on mortality for
both BCG unvaccinated time and BCG vaccinated time (Supple-
mental Table S12, Supplemental Figure S6a and S6b). Furthermore,
there was no evidence of interaction between vitamin A and BCG
vaccination when either population was stratified by sex (Table 3).
There was no evidence of a three-way interaction between vitamin
A supplementation, DTP vaccination, and sex (p = 0.49 for Ghana
and p = 0.75 for Tanzania).

We then examined the potential interaction of NVAS with DTP
vaccination and infant sex (Table 4). For Ghana and Tanzania com-
bined, we found no effect of vitamin A supplementation on mortal-
ity for both DTP unvaccinated time and DTP vaccinated time
(Figs. 1 and 2, Supplemental Table S13). We found no evidence of
interactions between vitamin A supplementation and periods of
vaccination (Ghana: p = 0.18, Tanzania: p = 0.80). This was true
for both female infants (Ghana: p = 0.26, Tanzania: p = 0.78) and
male infants (Ghana: p = 0.38, Tanzania: p = 0.50). We additionally
found no evidence of a three-way interaction between vitamin A
supplementation, DTP vaccination, and sex (p = 0.84 for Ghana
and p = 0.53 for Tanzania). Based on adjusted survival curves
among female and male infants by vitamin A and DTP vaccination
beginning at 30 days for Ghana and Tanzania (Fig. 3), it is evident
that receiving a DTP vaccination was consistently associated with
improved survival regardless of vitamin A supplementation status
and regardless of infant sex.

To again account for unknown BCG or DTP vaccination status,
we calculated bounds for the interaction analysis (Supplemental
Tables S14-S19). There were no changes in the direction of the
associations compared to our complete-case analysis (Table 4)
when all unknown vaccines were assumed to be given at the ear-
liest recommended date, assumed to be given at the mode, or
assumed to not be given.

There was evidence of effect modification of the association of
DTP vaccination and survival by a previous BCG vaccine, but the
effect of DTP in both BCG groups was protective. The stratified
effects are shown in Supplemental Table S20.
4. Discussion

Our findings suggest that BCG and DTP vaccination were associ-
ated with a lower risk of infant mortality, and the magnitude of the
associations were consistent with beneficial non-specific effects of
vaccination. There was no evidence that these non-specific vaccine
effects for either BCG or DTP were modified by NVAS or infant sex
and these findings were consistent in both Ghana and Tanzania.
Our study is the largest cohort to investigate the nonspecific effects
of DTP and the potential interaction with vitamin A on infant mor-
tality and provides results from two different contexts within sub-
Saharan Africa. Frequent follow up visits, monthly in Ghana and
quarterly in Tanzania, minimized potential measurement error in
the exposure and outcome assessment. Furthermore, sensitivity
analyses demonstrated that our findings were robust to limitations
from unknown vaccination data for the association between DTP
and mortality and for vaccines modifying the effect of NVAS on
mortality were robust to limitations frommissing vaccination data.
Further, a major strength was that NVAS was randomized.

Our finding that BCG is associated with 29–92% reduction in
mortality is consistent with current epidemiologic literature. The
SAGE meta-analysis of five clinical trials comparing BCG to placebo
or to delayed vaccination estimated that BCG vaccination resulted
in a 30% (95% CI: �1% to 51%) lower risk of mortality [1]. Recent
clinical trials have found similar effects [2,3], though different
strains of BCG vaccine likely have different non-specific effects
[6], and protective effects were not observed in some populations
[7,8]. In addition, a meta-analysis of 13 observational studies of
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BCG found that the vaccine was associated with a 53% (95% CI:
�1% to 68%) lower risk of mortality. Our observational study found
similarly lower risk of mortality in Ghana (49% lower, 95% CI: 32%
to 62%), and much lower risk of mortality in Tanzania (92% lower,
95% CI: 90% to 93%). The low hazard ratios that we observed in Tan-
zania may be related to differential misclassification of vaccine sta-
tus, which might be expected to be more severe with the longer
time between study visits as compared to Ghana and other similar
studies. Our study did not collect data on the strain of BCG admin-
istered, and thus cannot compare our results directly to studies of
the same strain. Our analysis did not find a differential in the asso-
ciation of BCG vaccination and mortality by sex. This is consistent
with the epidemiological literature on sex-specific BCG vaccina-
tion. The SAGE meta-analysis of sex-specific BCG nonspecific
effects found nine studies with a ratio of relative risks 1.02 for
males to females (95% CI: 0.73 to 1.41) [1]. Some recent trials have
found that BCG tended to be more protective for male infant out-
comes [2,3,6]. Others found BCG tended to be more protective for
females [7,8], but no recent trials found significant effect modifica-
tion of BCG on mortality by sex.

We found that DTP was associated with a 61%-81% lowered risk
of mortality. No previous clinical trial data are available to deter-
mine whether DTP impacts all-cause mortality, but the SAGEmeta-
analysis of 10 observational studies (deemed at high risk of bias)
found a non-significant tendency towards increased risk of death
associated with the DTP vaccination (RR: 1.38, 95% CI: 0.92, 2.08)
[1]. Among the epidemiologic studies on DTP, there is a divide
between those with a finding an increased risk of mortality,
[5,25–28] and those finding a lower risk or no significant risk of
mortality, consistent with our results.[4,9,18,29,30] This study
investigated only the first DTP vaccination. Future studies may
help to understand the contributions of the second and third vac-
cination to all-cause mortality. Our study is the largest to date and
indicates DTP is linked to improved survival and therefore supports
continued expansion of DTP coverage. We observed different esti-
mates of the association between DTP and survival and BCG and
survival in Ghana and Tanzania. This could be due to different con-
tributions of immortal time bias, misclassification, or unmeasured
confounding in Ghana and Tanzania. It could also be due to non-
specific effects of vaccines presenting differently in populations
with different childhood disease prevalences. However, we consis-
tently saw positive associations between BCG vaccination and sur-
vival and DTP vaccination and survival in both countries.

Furthermore, our analysis did not find differential effects of DTP
vaccination by sex. Although observational studies have shown
mixed results, the SAGE analysis reported that there was no sex
differential for the effect of DTP on mortality (ratio of relative risks
for males to females: 0.72, 95% CI: 0.46 – 1.14) [1]. The pooled ratio
of relative risks is challenging to interpret because it reflects both
studies that suggest both sexes have beneficial non-specific effects
of vaccination, but the magnitude of benefit was greater in males
compared to females, and there are studies that found increased
risk of mortality in females and decreased risk of mortality in
males. There are three studies in India, Senegal, and Guinea Bissau
that have shown a tendency towards excess mortality among
female infants [31,32,33]. Generally, studies that use the landmark
method find stronger sex-differentials than studies using retro-
spective updating [34]. Our study finds DTP was associated with
reduced risk of mortality for both male and female infants in
Ghana and Tanzania and there was no statistically significant inter-
action by sex; however, data from both countries show a trend
similar to the meta-analysis whereby benefits of DTP may be
greater for male infants.

Evidence on the potential interaction between neonatal vitamin
A and nonspecific effects of vaccines on mortality is limited to five
studies, and the results are mixed [16–18,35,36]. A reanalysis of a
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NVAS clinical trial among normal weight infants (>2500 g) in
Guinea-Bissau suggested that there may be an interaction between
sex and NVAS among infants who received a DTP vaccination [17].
This study found that NVAS was associated with increased risk of
mortality among the subgroup of female infants vaccinated with
DTP, whereas this was not found among male infants. However,
the study did not find statistically significant interaction and age
was a proxy for vaccination status. This makes it difficult to isolate
whether vaccination status, age, or another factor associated with
age in this cohort were driving the association with survival. It
has also been suggested that analyses such as these suffer from
selection bias due to left and right censoring [37]. A trial focused
on low birth weight infants (<2500 g) in Guinea-Bissau found a
non-significant tendency for vitamin A to be more harmful for
females receiving DTP when the data was stratified, but no evi-
dence of statistical interaction between vitamin A, sex, and vacci-
nation [16]. A later study assessing the effects of high and low-
dose NVAS in Guinea-Bissau similarly did not find statistically sig-
nificant interactions, although it was likely to have been under-
powered [35]. Furthermore, an analysis retesting the hypothesis
in Guinea-Bissau did not find evidence that early DTP in female
infants was associated with increased mortality [36]. Thus, the
majority of existing evidence for an interaction between vitamin
A supplementation, DTP, and sex is limited to non-significant
trends in the data and may be observed due to chance. The study
most similar to our analysis, an observational cohort of a random-
ized controlled trial of NVAS conducted in Tamil Nadu, did not find
a significant interaction between DTP, vitamin A, and sex on mor-
tality [18]. Our analysis was better powered than previous studies
to investigate the interaction of vitamin A and vaccination on
neonatal survival and allowed for modeling time-varying vaccina-
tion to ensure accurate exposure definition [17,35,38].

Our study may be limited by biases consistent with common
sources of bias in the literature on non-specific vaccine effects
and vitamin A: differential misclassification of exposures, con-
founding, and selection bias [39]. Differential misclassification of
vaccination may be the methodological driver of studies finding
that DTP vaccination is protective of mortality. This arises because
vaccination status is more often unknown for children who died. In
our study, BCG vaccination status was unknown for 3% and 5% of
all participants, and DTP vaccination status was unknown for 1%
and<1% of analyzed participants in Ghana and Tanzania, respec-
tively. It is possible that more differential misclassification
occurred in the Tanzania dataset due to less frequent data collec-
tion visits.

Two analytic methods that have been used in the literature are
‘‘landmark analyses” and ‘‘retrospective analysis”, and the choice of
analysis has been shown to change the direction of the association
between the investigated vaccine and mortality [40–42]. In the ret-
rospective analyses used in our study, vaccine exposure status
changes at the date of vaccination. This is considered ‘‘retrospec-
tive” since data on vaccination is collected after the vaccination
occurs. In the landmark approach, the vaccination exposure status
changes only at study visits when the vaccination card is available.
However, this approach introduces additional nondifferential mis-
classification since time between the date of vaccination and study
visit will be incorrectly classified as unvaccinated. For this reason,
we chose to use the actual recorded date of vaccination and then
compute upper and lower uncertainty bounds to address missing
exposure data for deaths, and we argue this approach is most
appropriate to address the potential bias [43,44].

Furthermore, observational studies of non-specific effects of
vaccination are at high-risk of confounding, particularly due to
infant health [45]. While our study controlled for birthweight
which can act as a partial proxy for infant health due to the strong
association between birthweight and infant mortality,[46] we
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could not completely control for infant health status. Also, we con-
trolled for many socioeconomic factors, however, we cannot rule
out residual or unmeasured confounding which would result in
stronger protective associations. Another potential confounder
that we did not systematically assess was maternal HIV status. It
is possible that vaccination timing is different for infants born to
mothers living with HIV, and infants would likely have higher risk
mortality [47]. As a result, unmeasured confounding by maternal
HIV status is possible and may affect the Tanzania trial estimates
to a greater extent than Ghana trial due to a higher prevalence of
HIV.

Selection bias also likely plays a role in the results seen in many
studies of non-specific effects of vaccines. Selection bias can be
induced by setting the origin of the survival model at later time
points in infancy, [37] since those who are unlikely to be vacci-
nated are also likely to be those at a higher risk of death due to
underlying health status. Our DTP results are only generalizable
to the population surviving to 30 days for incident DTP vaccination.
However, vaccine schedules do not recommend vaccination prior
to 30 days of life and by considering only this population, we were
able to minimize potential selection biasing effects of including
outcomes of infants who were not yet eligible for vaccination. Nev-
ertheless, it is important to note that while we carefully considered
the potential biases associated with our analytic decisions, the
observational nature of our study limits our ability to make causal
determinations on the non-specific effects of vaccination.
5. Conclusions

Overall, our study offers rigorous evidence that BCG and DTP
vaccination were associated with a decreased risk of infant mortal-
ity, and the magnitude of the associations were consistent with
beneficial non-specific effects of vaccination. There was no evi-
dence of interaction between DTP or BCG vaccination, NVAS, and
infant sex. Our study supports global recommendations on BCG
and DTP vaccination and programmatic efforts to ensure all chil-
dren indicated for vaccination have access to timely vaccination.
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